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for High Performance Compute (HPC)

Why ARM-Based Servers for HPC?
General purpose data center servers based on the x86 architecture 
have dominated HPC deployment for many years. Their primary 
advantages over custom designed HPC solutions included their 
lower cost due to higher volumes and ability to deploy these 
servers for other workloads.  

However, the flexibility provided by general-purpose servers also 
comes with certain disadvantages, including a larger footprint and 
higher power consumption. Most HPC clusters today must turn to 
liquid cooling to meet the demands for higher performance within 
their available footprints. The demand for ever-increasing speed, 
scale and rapid deployment is reaching a critical inflection point 
where traditional x86 architectures will no longer be able to deliver 
what organizations need. Further exacerbating the problem is the 
expansion of HPC platforms into new arenas like Artificial Intelligence. 

While many IT leaders were forced to adapt x86 solutions into 
their HPC application environments, at the other end of the 
spectrum, ARM-based CPU’s have been gaining significant success 
in embedded systems designs, Internet of Things (IoT) and, most 
notably, mobile phones. Now, ARM technology is making serious 
inroads into the world of HPC. 

ARM offers three specific, 
highly attractive advantages 
for HPC system designers: 

1.  CPU Instruction Set 
Architecture (ISA), which 
can be optimized for 
specific workloads – 
resulting in substantial 
performance advantages

2.  Significantly lower energy 
consumption profile

3.  Much smaller footprint 
consumption design 



The FX700 achieves 
the target 50% fewer 
racks, compute nodes 
and space, while also 
delivering greater than 
3x power savings. 

Figure 1 illustrates the significant footprint and power savings delivered 
by the Fujitsu PRIMEHPC FX700 versus an equivalent performance Intel 
Cascade Lake platform. In this 1 PFLOP example, the FX700 achieves the 
target 50% fewer racks, compute nodes and space, while also delivering 
greater than 3x power savings. Leveraging our ARM designed platform, 
customers are able to avoid liquid cooling, scale performance substantially 
within existing floorspace, greatly reduce power costs and significantly 
lower the total cost of acquisition. 

The cost and power savings offered by the FX700 is further evident when 
compared to AMD’s EPYC 3rd generation CPU. In order to achieve 1PFLOP 
of performance in the same number of racks shown above, liquid cooling 
must be used.

Check out the Comparative HPC Performance Powerpoint for more 
information about how the FX700 stacks up in supercomputer rankings. 

Air-Cooled 
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96x Systems

ViON A64FX FX700
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Air-Cooled 
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3.5 racks 
41x FX700

Figure 1: Sample Use Case – 1 PFLOP HPC Cluster

https://www.vion.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/VIO-11332-Comparative-HPC-Performance.pdf


The A64FX 
microarchitecture 
developed by Fujitsu 
is based on all of the 
previous microarchitecture 
developed for RISC 
chips by Fujitsu for 
SPARC System and the 
Fugaku predecessor – the 
K-Computer. 

ARM Processors Continue to Gain Momentum across the 
high-performance computing (HPC) industry
ARM-based servers can also be deployed in a complimentary fashion, not 
just as a “rip-and-replace” solution, to completely eliminate x86 platforms. 
In fact, the Fujitsu PRIMEHPC FX700, utilizing the ARM-based A64FX 
processor (the same CPU deployed in FUGAKU), can work alongside existing 
x86 platforms that are currently optimized for applications for a particular 
GPGU environment, creating a truly Hybrid HPC environment and allowing 
processing resources to be optimized for specific workflows.

Learn more about the benefits of ARM here: “Why ARM for HPC.” 

Microarchitecture with High Processing Performance
The A64FX microarchitecture developed by Fujitsu is based on all of 
the previous microarchitecture developed for RISC chips by Fujitsu for 
SPARC System and the Fugaku predecessor – the K-Computer. It has been 
developed using technologies refined through years of experience with 
Supercomputers, mainframes and UNIX servers. The A64FX carries on 
from the CMG (Core Memory Group) of Fujitsu’s PRIMEHPC series, which 
enables scalable performance improvement when using multiple cores, 
as well as VISIMPACT (Virtual Single Processor by Integrated Multi-Core 
Parallel Architecture). 

Learn more about the Fugaku - World’s Fastest Computer. 

The A64FX Microarchitecture Developed by Fujitsu 

https://www.vion.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/VIO-11327-Why-ARM-for-HPC-Link2-R1-2.pdf
https://www.vion.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/VIO-11326-Fugaku-Worlds-Fastest-Computer-Link3-R1.pdf


For more information 
please check out these 
resources:  

•  FUJITSU Processor 
A64FX Data Sheet

•  FX700 Technical 
& Environmental 
Specifications

•  Fujitsu PRIMEHPC FX700 
– HBM2 Memory 

Easy-Deployment Form Factor and Air-Cooled Design 
The PRIMEHPC FX700 has a 2U chassis that can be mounted in standard 
19-inch racks and hold up to four blades. Each blade contains two electrically 
distinct FX700 nodes; therefore, each PRIMEHPC FX700 2U chassis 
can consist of up to four blades containing Qty 8 x FX700 nodes. This 
commercially-available solution is air-cooled, making it easy to deploy high-
performance ARM servers in environments without specialized water-cooling 
equipment. 

Scalable Vector Extension (SVE) with ARMv8.2A 
The A64FX is the first CPU to implement the Scalable Vector Extension (SVE), 
an extension of the ARMv8.2A instruction set for supercomputers. This feature 
provides high-throughput, single-precision/half-precision computing and 
8bit/16bit integer operations using its 512-bit wide SMD units. Performance 
scales with word size (e.g., ½ the word size doubles the performance).  This 
calculation performance shines in processing intensive applications such as AI, 
STEAM and Modeling/Simulation, just to name a few.

Learn more about Fujitsu PRIMEHPC FX700 - Compiler. 

HBM2 (High Bandwidth Memory2)
Each Fujitsu PRIMEHPC FX700 node consists of one A64FX processor and 
uses HBM2 (High Bandwidth Memory2), a world first for general purpose 
CPU. Each node has an industry-leading 1,024 GB of memory bandwidth 
(compared to 144GBs per socket of Intel Cascade Lake processors).  This 
implementation allows for lower power consumption and better bandwidth 
than GDDR and does not overheat so massive coolers are not required.  

The A64F chip should be considered to have MPI rank 4, meaning that 
the single chip is designed to run 4 independent MPI processes on it, one 
in each CMG. Also, the memory allocation takes place at execution – not 
beforehand, so memory is necessarily on the HBM2 closest to the cores! 
That relates to 34% less memory required overall. 

The PRIMEHPC FX700: 2U 8 Node Scalable System

https://www.vion.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/primehpc-fx700-datasheet-en.pdf
https://www.vion.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/primehpc-fx700-datasheet-en.pdf
https://www.vion.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/VIO-11328-FJ-FX700-Specifications-Link5-R2.pdf
https://www.vion.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/VIO-11328-FJ-FX700-Specifications-Link5-R2.pdf
https://www.vion.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/VIO-11328-FJ-FX700-Specifications-Link5-R2.pdf
https://www.vion.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/VIO-11330-FX700-HBM2-Link8-R1.pdf
https://www.vion.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/VIO-11330-FX700-HBM2-Link8-R1.pdf
https://www.vion.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/VIO-11331-FJ-FX700-HPE-Compiler-Link10-R1.pdf


The FX700 HPC solution 
design leverages Smart 
Network to deliver 
a new era of HPC/
AI solution scale and 
performance.

Industry-Standard Interconnect and OS  
The interconnect among compute nodes is the industry-standard InfiniBand. 
InfiniBand is widely used as an interconnect in x86-based clusters and can 
be used to construct equivalent topologies. The FUJITSU PRIMEHPC FX700 
is certified with Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8 for ARM, offering a high level of 
software portability.    

Check out the benefits of a Fujitsu PRIMEHPC FX700 Smart Network. 

Robust HPC Software Support
Bright Computing’s Bright Cluster Manager, Altair’s Altair PBS Professional, 
OpenHPC, Slurm, XCAT, Lustre, Warewulf, MPI/OpenMPI and other 
standard open source HPC software packages that can be ported to Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux 8 for ARM are supported.

A64FX
ISA (Base, extension) ARMv8.2-A, SVE

Process Technology 7mm

Peak DP Performance 3.0 + TFLOPS

SIMD width 512-bit

# of cores 48 + 4

Memory capacity 32 GiB (HBM2 x4)

Memory peak bandwidth 1024 GB/s

PCle Gen3 16 lanes

High speed interconnect  InfiniBand

DP Performance 
3.0+ TFLOPS 
>90%@DGEMM

Memory BW  
1024 GBs  
>80%@STREAM Triad

CMG 
Core Memory Group

NOC 
Network on Chip

ARM SVE, High-Performance and High Efficiency

12x compute cores
1x assistant core
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https://www.vion.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/VIO-11329-FX700-Smart-Network-Link9-R1.pdf


For more information 
or to request a custom 
solution design, please 
contact:

Ray McCay 
VP, HPC and Cloud Solutions 
Ray.McCay@ViON.com

Inese Lanka 
Sr. Sales Consultant, HPC 
and Integrated Solutions 
Inese.Lanka@ViON.com

Development Environment Leveraging Fujitsu’s A64fx CPU 
Compiler 
Finally, this solution comes with Fujitsu’s own developed compiler. This compiler 
has extensive tuning/tweaking capabilities that greatly enhance performance. 
Significant user control in directing the compiler to act best for the applications 
help this tool exceed performance seen in other industry standard compilers (as 
demonstrated in numerous customer benchmarks).  If your applications have 
been written in a scripting language, porting your own applications to run on 
an ARM-based server is a smaller effort than you may think.  

The MPI has also been developed by Fujitsu and is part of the compiler license. 
Fujitsu’s compiler package contains compilers for C C++, Fortran for example in 
addition to the MPI. It also includes math libraries for additional optimizations. 

One of the most valuable components of the compiler is a built-in profiling 
tool for bottleneck diagnostics.  This profiling tool can obtain data on loop, 
procedure, or entire region levels. It enables programmers to quickly identify 
bottlenecks through the use of summarized visualization of CPU activities/
performance analysis. 

Read more in depth about the Fujitsu PRIMEHPC FX700 – Compiler. 

Application Benefits 
Applications that can benefit from this new architecture and technology are 
Memory Bandwidth Intensive & Processing Intensive Applications, including, 
but not limited to:

• Physics-Based Modeling & Simulation 

• Weather Forecasting, Modeling & Atmospheric Calculations

• Disaster Prevention 

• Radar Cross Sectional Analysis 

• Intelligence & Big Data Analytics for Mission Planning 

•  Biomedical Research: Drug Discovery, Pharmaceutical Modeling, Human 
Genome Project 

•  Oil & Gas Exploration (well logging) 

•  Hydrodynamics, Aerodynamics (Fluid Dynamics) 

•  Machine Learning and AI

https://www.vion.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/VIO-11331-FJ-FX700-HPE-Compiler-Link10-R1.pdf


Why ViON? 
Experience, Expertise, Solutions

•  Veteran-Owned business with over 40 years’ experience serving 
government and commercial customers

•  100% dedicated focus on delivering optimum solutions to 
support our customers and their missions

•   Industry pioneer in private cloud solutions

•  Certified Storage, System and Network Engineers with 
24/7/365 Support Center, Cleared and U.S. Based

HPC Solutions from ViON

•  Complete HPC portfolio, including Hybrid HPC, ViON 
Forever Data Cloud, Private Cloud and HPC Solution Services

•  HPC solution partners include: Fujitsu, Supermicro, Arista, 
DDN, Mellanox, Pavilion I/O and more



About ViON Corporation

ViON Corporation is a cloud service provider with over 40 years’ experience designing 
and delivering enterprise data center solutions for government agencies and commercial 
businesses. The company provides a large portfolio of IT as-a-Service, including infrastructure, 
multi-cloud and artificial intelligence (AI) solutions. Focused on supporting the customer’s IT 
modernization requirements, ViON’s Enterprise Cloud is changing cloud management for the 
market, providing a streamlined platform to audit and control technology in an evolving multi-
cloud world. The ViON Marketplace® allows customers to research, compare, procure and 
manage a full range of everything as-a-Service solutions from leading manufacturers via a single 
portal. ViON delivers an outstanding customer experience at every step with professional and 
managed services, backed by highly-trained, cleared resources. A veteran-owned company 
based in Herndon, Virginia, the company has field offices throughout the U.S. (vion.com). 

To learn more, go to vion.com/cloud or email us at info@vion.com


